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BEFORE THE SECURITIES COMMISSIONER 

OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE 
2 

3 In the matter of 

C.A. No. 03-6-8 
Respondent. 

8 ADMINISTRATIVE CONSENT ORDER 

9 WHEREAS, Morgan Stanley & Co., Incorporated ("Morgan Stanley") is a broker-dealer 

10 registered in the state of Delaware; and 

1 t WHEREAS, coordinated investigations into Morgan Stanley's practices, procedures and 

12 conduct respecting the preparation and issuance by Morgan Stanley's U.s. equity research analysts 

13 ("research analysts") of research, analysis, ratings, recommendations and communications 

14 concerning common stocks of publicly lraded companies covered by such analysts ("research 

IS coverage"), during the period 1999 through 2001, including without limitation, commencement and 

16 discontinuance of research coverage, actual or potential conflicts of interests affecting research 

17 coverage, research analysts or termination of research analysts, and statements, opinions, 

18 representations or non-disclosure of material facts in research coverage (the "investigations") have 

19 been conducted by a multi-state task force and ajoint task force of the u.s. Securities and 

20 Exchange Commission, the New York Stock Exchange, and the National Association of Securities 

21 Dealers (collectively, the "regulators''); and 

22 WHEREAS, Morgan Stanley has cooperated with regulators conducting the invesligations 

23 by responding to inquiries, providing documentary evidence and other materiaJs, and providing 

24 regulators with access to fue(s relating to the investig2tion!;; and 

25 WHEREAS, Morgan Stanley has advised regulators of its agreement to resolve the 

26 invesrigations~ and 
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WHEREAS, Morgan Stanley agrees to implement certain changes with respect to its 

research practices and stock allocation, and to make certain payments; and 

WHEREAS, Morgan Stanley elects to pcnnanently waive any right to a hearing and appeal 

under the Delaware Securities Act (6 Del. C. Chap. 73) \V:ith respect to this Administrative Consent 

Order (the "Order"); 

NOW, THEREFORE, the Securities Commissioner for the Division of Securities of the 

State of De1aware Department of Justice ("Commissioner"), as administrator of the Delaware 

Securities Act, hereby enters this Order: 

l. 

Morgan Stanley admits the jurisdiction of the Commissioner, neither admits nor denies the 

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law contained in this Order, and consents to the entry of this 

Order by the Commissioner. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

1. Morgan Stanley is, and was at al1 relevant times, a Delaware corporation and a registered 

broker-dealer with its principal place of business located at 1585 Broadway, New York, New York 

10036. Morgan Stanley is, and has been at aU relevant times, an international fmancial services 

finn that provides investment banking services to businesses, engages in retail and institutional 

sales to its customers, and publishes research reports and ratings on stocks. In mid~2002, Morgan 

Stanley had about 58,000 employees with 700 offices in twenty~eight countries. It had 

approximately $450 billion in assets under management as of May 31, 2002. 

The Commissioner has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to the Delaware Securities 

From at [east Ju[y 1999 through 200[, Morgan Stanley engaged in acts and practices that 

created conflicts of interest for its research analysts with respect to investment banking activities 

and considerations. Morgan Stanley failed to manage those conflicts in an adequate or appropriate 

manner. Some conflicts resulted from the fact that Morgan Stanley compensated its research 

analysts, in part, based on the degree to which they helped generate investment banking business 
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for Morgan Stanley_ Morgan Stanley also offered research coverage by its analysts as a marketing 

tool to gain investment banking business. As a result, Morgan Stanley research analysts were 

faced with a conflict of interest between helping generate investment banking business for Morgan 

Stanley and their responsibilities to publish objective research reports that, if unfavorable to actual 

or potential banking clients, could prevent Morgan Stanley from winning that banking business. 

4. As lead underwriter in various stock offerings, Morgan Stanley also complied with the 

issuers' directives to pay portions of the underwriting fees to other broker-dealers that served as 

underwriters or syndicate members to publish research reports on the issuer. Morgan Stanley did 

not take steps to ensure that these broker-dealers disclosed these payments in their research reports. 

Further, Morgan Stanley did not cause the payments to be disclosed in the offering documents or 

elsewhere as being for research. 

5. Morgan Stanley also failed to reasonably supervise its analysts regarding the content of 

their research reports. 

I. I. BACKGROUND 

A. The Investment Banking Function at Morgan Stanley 

6. The investment banking division at Morgan Stanley advised corporate clients and helped 

them execute various financial transactions, including the issuance of stock and other securities. 

Morgan Stanley frequently served as the lead underwriter in initial public offerings ("IPOs") -- the 

fIrst public issuance of stock of a company that has not previously been publicly traded -- and 

follow-on offerings of securities. 

7. During the relevant period, investment banking was an important source of revenues and 

profIts for Morgan Stanley. In 2000, investment banking generated more than $4.8 billion in 

revenues, or approximately twenty-four percent of Morgan Stanley's total net revenues. 

B. The Role of Research Analvsts at Morgan Stanley 

8. Research analysts at Morgan Stanley covered a broad range of industry sectors and 

published periodic reports on certain companies within those sectors. Analysts typically reviewed 
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1 the perfoIDl3.l1Ce of their covered companies, evaluated their business prospects, and provided 

2 analysis and projections concerning whether they presented good investment opportunities. 

3 Through 2001, Morgan Stanley's equity research department had a system calling for rating 

4 covered companies, from most to least positive, as "Strong Buy," "Outperform.," "Neutral," or 

5 "Underperform." Analyst reports were disseminated to Morgan Stanley clients by mail and 

6 facsimile and by fmancial advisors. Certain research reports were made available to retail clients 

7 who sct up accOllllts on Morgan Stanley's web site and, similarly, institutional clients were able to 

8 access Morgan Stanley's research reports via accounts on Morgan Stanley's web site. In addition, 

9 certain industry reports were available on Morgan Stanley's public web site. Certain institutional 

10 clients of Morgan Stanley could also access research reports through the First Call subscription 

11 service. The financial news media on occasion also reported Morgan Stanley analysts' ratings. 

12 9. Morgan Stanley analysts also played an important role in assessing potential investment 

13 banking transactions, in patticular IPOs. Morgan Stanley's stated objective was to "take public" as 

14 lead underwriter the leading companies in their respective industry sectors and to have its research 

15 analysts serve as gatekeepers to the !PO process by investigating whether companies were 

16 appropriate IPO candidates. Research analysts who endorsed an IPQ candidate typically 

17 participated in the competition to obtain the investment banking business and, if Morgan Stanley 

18 was selected as lead underwriter. helped market the IPQ to institutional investors, explained the 

19 IPO to the firm's institutional and rctail sales forces, and then issued research on the company. 

20 10. Senior analysts at Morgan Stanley published individual research reports without pre-

21 publication review by research department supervisors_ While reports were reviewed for 

22 grammatical errors and for compliance with certain legal requirements. there was no system for 

23 reviewing the recommendations or price targets included in the reports of senior analysts prior to 

24 their publication_ 
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CREATED CONfLICTS OF INTEREST FOR MORGAN STANLEY RESEARCH 
ANALYSTS 

11. Certain practices at Morgan Stanley created or maintained conflicts of interest for the fInn's 

research analysts with respect to investment banking considerations. These conflicts arose from 

the inherent tension between the analysts' involvement in helping to win investment banking 

business for Morgan Stanley and their responsibilities to publish objective research that, if negative 

as to prospective banking clients, could prevent the firm from winning the banking business. 

A. Morgan Stanley Marketed Research Coverage, Including. at Times. Implicitly 
Favorable Coverage, in Competing for Investment Banking Business 

12. Morgan Stanley typically competed with other investment banks for selection as the lead 

underwriter, or "bookrunner," for securities offerings, including IPOs and follow-on offerings. 

Significant financial rewards were at stake in these competitions. Sole or jointhookrunners 

generally received the largest portion of underwriting fees, which were typically divided among the 

participating investment banks. The booknnmer also established the allocation of shares in an 

offering and typically retained the greatest number of shares for itself The typical !PO generated 

millions of dollars in investment banking fees for the bookrunner. 

13. The process of selecting the lead underwriter typically culminated in a series of 

presentations by competing investment banks called a "bakeoff," in which investment banks 

competing for the business in a particular offering met with the issuer to present their qualifications 

and offer investment banking and other services. As part of these presentations, investment banks 

often provided issuers with a "pitchbook," which typically described the investment bank's 

credentials and services. In selecting the lead underwriters, issuers assessed a host of factors, 

including the strength and quality of the bankers' research coverage. Issuers sought research 

coverage of their stocks, believing such coverage would enhance the credibility of their businesses, 

potentially lead to higher stock prices, and increase their exposure to the investing public. 
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1 14. Betwcen 1999 and 2001, as part of the package of services it offered to issuers to win 

2 investment banking business from certain issuers, Morgan Stanley typically committed that its 

3 analysts would initiate (or continue) research coverage ofthe issuer if Morgan Stanley won the 

4 banking competition. hI so doing, Morgan Stanley llSed its analysts as a marketing tool to help 

5 secure banking business. The promise of future research coverage was often a critical selling poiDt 

6 that enabled Morgan Stanley to obtain millions of dollars in investment banking fees. Research 

7 coverage was part of a package of services for which Morgan Stanley wa.<; compensated in those 

8 investment banking deals. 

9 15. Analysts played an important role in Morgan Stanley'S pitches for banking business. Along 

10 with investment bankers and others, analysts were typically. presented as part of the Morgan 

11 Stanley "team" that would consummate the transaction. The pitchbooks typically identified the 

12 analysts on the team and dedicated several pages to the analysts' experience, credentials, and 

13 specific role in the contemplated transaction. Analysts drafted portions of the pitchbook and 

14 almost always attended the presentations for IPO business. The pitchbooks typically compared 

15 Morgan Stanley analysts favorably to their countcrparts at competing rums, citing thcir rankings in 

16 analyst polls and other measmes 

17 16. Morgan Stanley typically identified its analysts as a favorable factor that issuers should 

18 consider in selecting Morgan Stanley for investment banking business. For example, in describing 

19 one reason Loudcloud, Inc., should name Morgan Stanley as bookrunner for its 1999 lPO, the 

20 pitehbook referred to two senior analysts as a "ill·eam team" who would "articulate Loudcloud's 

21 story to investors in a way that no other inve..<;tment bank can match." Another pitchbook described 

22 two senior analysts as "the most powerful combination in the extended enterprise space ... ever." 

23 17. In its pitches to obtain investment banking business, Morgan Stanley typically promised 

24 future research coverage as among the package of services it would provide. FOT example, in a 

25 pitch book provided to iBeam Broadcasting Corp. to obtain its IPO business, Morgan Stanley said it 

26 would "provide ongoing research coverage and aftennarket trading" and, in another instance, said 
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1 "coverage would be initiated immediately after the quiet period. Additional research reports will 

2 follow on a regular basis thereafter." Morgan Stanley won the iBearn IPO business and received 

3 investment banking fees of approximately $3.8 million. Another pitchbook, in a chronology of 

4 how the IPO would unfold, stated: "Research coverage initiated on day 26," which was the day 

5 research coverage could be initiated by an underwriter following an IPO. Morgan Stanley made 

6 comparable commitments to other prospective banking clients. Another Morgan Stanley 

7 pitchbook, provided to Transmeta Corp. in July 2000 in connection with its IPO. said "we view 

8 research as an ongoing commitment," and offered to "continue regular publication of research 

9 reports." Morgan Stanley won the Transmeta IPO business and received investment banking fees 

10 of approximately $9.5 million. In other pitchbooks, Morgan Stanley emphasized its "aftermarket 

11 support" services, which it expressly described as including future research coverage. For 

12 example, a pitchbook presented to AT&T Latin America said Morgan Stanley "is committed to 

13 bolstering an IPO's perfonnance in the aftennarket through extensive equity research and active 

14 market-making." (Emphasis added.) Morgan Stanley pitchbooks often identified the specific 

IS number of reports its analysts published on other companies, giving implicit guidance on how 

16 many reports issuers could expect to receive if they selected Morgan Stanley as lead banker. 

17 18. Further, Morgan Stanley at times implicitly suggested that analysts would provide favorable 

18 research coverage, pending completion of due diligence, by noting analysts' past favorable 

19 coverage and/or emphasizing its enthusiastic support for the issuer. For exmnple, when Morgan 

20 Stanley sought investment banking business from Convergys Corp., the company already had been 

21 covered for two years by a senior Morgan Stanley analyst who, as the pitchbook mentioned four 

22 times, considered Convergys to have been the analyst's "# 1 stock pick" over those years. '(During 

23 that time period, the stock price had appreciated 98%.) The May 200 I pitchbook then described 

24 the analyst as the "voice of the issuing company," who would work "in tandem" with Convergys 

25 management to position its story to investors. In the following month, June 2001. the senior 

26 
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1 analyst downgraded Convergys from Strong Buy to Outperform, still a favorable rating, then later 

2 upgraded Convergys back to Strong Buy in December 200 1. 

3 19. In other instances, Morgan Stanley pitchbooks identified a particular analyst's history of 

4 issuing Strong Buy or Outperfonn ratings on other companies. Some pitchbooks also identified 

5 instances in which other stocks covered by Morgan Stanley analysts increased in price following 

6 their IPOs. For example, the Morgan Stanley pitchbook provided to Transmeta Corp. in July 2000 

7 emphasized how one analyst's "support" of eight semiconductor IPOs since 1997 had "resulted in 

8 unparalleled perfOlmance in the public market," and included a line graph showing a dramatic 

9 increase in the stocks' price from 1998 through March 2000. 

10 20. In another instance, after Loudcloud management informed Morgan Stanley in 1999 that 

11 research coverage was a key factor in its selection of the bookrunner for its IPO, Morgan Stanley's 

12 head of worldwide investment banking informed the issuer in an eRmail that the firm had 

13 "developed a successful model which combines the best of technology and telecom research at 

14 Morgan Stanley to properly position Loudcloud in the capital markets; specifically, enthusiastic 

15 sponsorship" by two research analyst<; who covered Loudcloud's sector. He added: "I commit to 

16 putting the entire franchise behind Loudcloud to achieve the best valuation and after market 

17 perfonnance, as well as unmatched strategic advice post-lPO." Morgan Stanley won the 

18 Loudc1oud IPO business and received investment banking fees of approximately $4.7 million. 

19 21. In addition to pitchbooks, Morgan Stanley occasionally provided draft or "mock" research 

20 reports to issuers to provide an example of how analysts might describe the issuer to investors. Ibe 

21 draft or mock reports described the issuers in favorable terms without including ratings or price 

22 targeL<. 

23 22. Morgan Stanley'S commitments to provide research coverage were not limited to pitches 

24 for IPO business. Morgan Stanley obtained investment banking business for follow-on offerings of 

25 companies that its analysts did not cover in part by promising to initiate future coverage. 

26 
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1 23. Morgan Stanley consistently honored its commitments to provide research coverage, 

2 initiating or maintaining coverage when it won the investment banking business. 

3 24. In Morgan Stanley's annual perfonnance evaluation process, some analysts and bankers 

4 noted their success in obtaining banking fees by promising future research coverage. For example, 

S in a November 3, 1999 e-mail.aninvestment banker listed several banking transactions that he said 

6 Morgan Stanley had won because it conunitted that a particular highly-rated analyst would initiate 

7 research coverage. Specifically, the banker wrote that Morgan Stanley had won two transactions 

8 totaling $13.4 million in fees from Veritas Software Corp. 'just for promising that [the senior 

9 analyst] would pick up coverage after the deals." The banker observed that this had "enraged" 

10 competing fIrms, which said it was "unprecedented" to give an underwriter with no previous 

11 research coverage such a high share of the fees. The banker added: "The response from the CEO 

12 to those flnns -- 'you don't have [the senior analyst]. ,,, Other analyst evaluations as well as other 

13 internal Morgan Stanley documents identified additional instances in which it was stated that 

14 Morgan Stanlcy won investment banking bu..;;iness in large part because its analysts committed to 

15 initiate coverage. 

16 B. 

17 

Investment Banking Concerns Influenced Morgan Stanley'S Decisions 

Whether to Initiate or Continue Research Coverage 
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25. The decision to initiate or continue research coverage of certain companies wa..;; influenced, 

at least in part, by whether those companies were actual or prospective investment banking clients 

of Morgan Stanley. 

26. In one instance, in May 2001, the liaison between the research and investment banking 

divisions was advised that a poultry company, Pilgrim's Pride, was seeking equity research 

coverage in connection with a prospective high-yield offering. The liaison made clear that Morgan 

Stanley should not commit to providing coverage until it received a certain amount of investment 

banking fees from the company: 
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27. 

Be careful with this one. Under no circumstances should we commit 
unless we get the books and at least $3-5mm in fees, with the money 
in the bank before we pick up coverage. We can tell them it will go 
in the queue and we cannot promise them a rating. It costs about 
$1 nun to pick up coverage of a stock and there are also meaningful 
ongoing expenses to maintain. 

Morgan Stanley analysts on occasion also declined to cover some companies that 

refused to award investment banking business to Morgan Stanley. One senior analyst wrote in a 

2000 self-evaluation that the analyst had declined Sabre Group's requests for research coverage for 

four years and that the analyst had "insisted that we first be mandated- on a large investment 

banking transaction." Generally •. analysts select which of the many companies in a sector they will 

cover. This senior analyst did not consider Sabre to be one the analyst needed to cover, unless 

Morgan Stanley were to be mandated on an investment banking transaction. When Sabre provided 

Morgan Stanley with banking business in connection with its spin-off from AMR Corp., the analyst 

initiated coverage of Sabre with an Outperfonn rating in March 2000. 

28. Morgan Stanley also declined to initiate coverage of ConcordJEFS, Inc. Concord 

initially retained Morgan Stanley as bookrwmer for a 1999 secondary offering, but then hired a 

different bank as bookrunner after Morgan Stanley declined Concord's request that it commit to 

initiating coverage with a "Strong Buy" rating. Though Concord continued to offer part of that 

investment banking business to Morgan Stanley, Morgan Stanley withdrew, and it did not initiate 

research coverage of Concord at that time. In the fall of2000, Morgan Stanley sought investment 

banking business from Concord in connection with another secondary offering. Concord's 

management told Morgan Stanley's senior analyst that it wanted an advance view of the analyst's 

initial rating. After completing two to three months of preliminary due diligence, the analyst told 

Concord that, if coverage were to be initiated at that time,:the analyst tentatively would issue a 

"Strong Buy" up to a certain valuation level. Morgan Stanley also provided Concord with a draft 

research report, which. according to an e-mail mitten by an investment banker, was part of Morgan 

Stanley's "marketing efforts." When Morgan Stanley was not awarded the 2000 investment 
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1 banking business, its analyst did not initiate coverage at that time, despite the analyst' s initial view 

2 that Concord had emerged as a leader in its industry that preliminarily merited a "Strong Buy." 

3 29. Morgan Stanley also initiated coverage of eBay, Inc., in part with the hope of 

4 obtaining investment banking business. After Morgan Stanley initially lost the IPO business for 

5 eBay in 1998, a senior Morgan Stanley analyst met with eBay's chief executive officer and 

6 provided a draft research report on the company. After Morgan Stanley nevertheless lost the IPO 

7 business, the analyst initiated coverage on cBay on its first day of trading with an Outperform 

8 rating. The analyst was the only one covering eBay, since finns in the underwriting syndicate were 

9 prohibited from initiating coverage until after the 25-day "quiet period" had expired. It is the only 

10 time that the senior analyst initiated coverage of a company on its first day of trading. Later, in 

11 1999 and again in 2001, eBay awarded two banking transactions to Morgan Stanley, with total fees 

12 of approximately $1.2 million. In the senior analyst's self-evaluation for 2000, the analyst stated, 

]3· as part of the analyst's <"philosophy" for Morgan Stanley's '"'Internet banking effOlis," that "when 

]4 we miss a winning IPO, we should work like crazy (with tons of ideas) to secure a spot as M&A 

15 advisor (USWeb/CKS) or book running manager on foHow-on offerings (eBay)." 

16 C. 

17 

Morgan Stanley Research Analyst .. Perfonned Investment Banking 
FlUlctions 

18 30. Morgan Stanley research analysts performed a number of investment banking-related 

19 functions. They identified potential IPO and merger and acquisition transaction candidates for the 

20 investment banking department, participated in soliciting investment banking business for the firm, 

21 and participated in road shows and other efforts to sell Morgan Stiulley-underwritten !POs and 

22 secondary offerings to institutional investors. At times, analysts also had discussions about 

23 business strategy with investment banking clients directly, and one senior analyst was described as 

24 a relationship manager with certain investment banking clients. 

25 31. Morgan Stanley kept a record of each analyst's contribution to investment banking 

26 revenues. Each year, a "Revenue Share Analysis" was prepared that listed every investment 
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banking transaction in which each analyst had participated, the revenues from each transaction, a 

rating on a scale of 1 to 5 (5 being "critical" to the deal) of the analyst's contribution to the 

transaction, and a calculation of the analyst's "share" of the credit for the revenues secured from 

the transaction. The Revenue Share Analysis also recorded investment gains on Morgan Stanley 

investments in companies covered by the analyst. 

32. One senior analyst's involvement in investment banking activities was such that several 

invesiment bankers at the finn regarded the analyst as tantamount to an investment banker. One 

banker wrote that the analyst was the most committed and foc1L<;ed banker with whom he had ever 

worked. Another wrote that the analyst was a "commercial animal" who would do anything 

appropriate to win undenvriting mandates. The analyst's supervisor wrote in 1999 that the 

analyst's focus was primarily on banking and that, notwithstanding the growing demand for the 

analyst's time on investment banking matters, the analyst needed to devote more attention to 

institutional investors and the finn's institutional sales force. 

33. The analyst's own self~evaluation prominently mentioned the analyst's assistance to 

investment banking in selecting and generating investment banking business and large fees, stating: 

"Bottom line, my highest and best use is to help MSDW win the best Internet !PO mandates (and 

to ensure that we have the appropriate analysts and bankers to serve the companies well) ... " 

(emphasis in original). It also prominently listed the deals and revenues from the analyst's 

investment~banking connected efforts: 

Internet Investment Banking, a- Record Year with $205MM+ 
YTD Revenue, r20+] Pending Financings, Co-Coverage 
(Leverage) in 85% of Cases, 6 of 6 Tech IBD Revenue 
Generating Clients, Internet Category was #1 Revenue 
Generator in Tech IBD ($SOSMM YTD Tech Revenue) ... 
(Emphasis in original.) 

OK, the numbers (see Attachment A): Forty investment banking 
transactions ($143MM in fees) ... 

It's notable that 96% of the $205MM in revenue was derived from 
clients new to the finn since 1995! Exceptions were America Online, 
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D. 

Compaq, Hearst and Sotheby's. And J have been very involved in 
this business. (Emphasis added.) 

Investment Banking Was an Important Factor in Determining Research 

Analysts' Compensation 

34. From 1999 through 2001, participation in investment banking activities was a factor in 

determining the total compensation awarded to some Morgan Stanley research analysts. These 

analysts thus faced a conflict of interest between helping win investment banking business for 

Morgan Stanley and publishing negative research that could prevent Morgan Stanley from winning 

that banking business. 

35. The annual salaries paid to senior Morgan Stanley analysts and other senior Morgan 

Stanley personnel typically were comparatively small components of their total annual 

compensation. The majority of their total annual compensation \VaS paid in the fonn of a bonus. In 

2000, one senior analyst received a year-end bonus that was 90 times greater than the analyst's 

base salary. 

36. The total compensation paid to analysts wa<:; based in part on Morgan Stanley's total 

revenues for a particular year, including the investment banking fees that Morgan Stanley received. 

Thus, the success or failure of the investment banking division detennined, in part, the total amount 

of funds available to pay employee compensation in any given year, including analyst 

compensation. 

1. Analysts Rated Their Contributions to Investment Banking 

37. The level of contribution to investment banking transactions was an important factor in the 

annual evaluations of Morgan Stanley'S analysts and compensation decisions. 

38. As part of the annual perfonnance evaluation process, analysts were asked to submit self-

evaluations that, among other things, discussed their contributions to Morgan Stanley. Analysts 

often included in their self-evaluations a discussion of their involvement in investment banking, 

including a description of specific transactions, the fees generated, and the role the analyst played 
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in each deal For example, one-quarter of the 1999 self-evaluation of one analyst was dedicated to 

the analyst's role in investment banking activities, and identified forty transactions that year that 

had generated a total 0[$143 million in fees. 

39. As part of the evaluation process, the analysts also provided a rating of their contributions 

to specific banking transactions. Analysts were instructed to complete a Transaction Summary 

Worksheet ("TSW") in which they graded their roles in specific deals on a scale of 1-5. 

Instructions provided to each analyst described the rating system as follows: 

5 = critical to deal 

4 = important to development and execution 
3 = solid contribution 
2 = limited contribution 
1 = contribution limited to providing research coverage 

40. Analysts were also instructed to comment on important aspects of any transaction, 

including, for example, whether the "promise of coverage was critical to winning" the mandate. 

The instructions infonned analysts that supplying the infOlmation called for in the TSWs was an 

"important part" of their annual evaluation process. 

15 2. Investment Bankers Evaluated Analysts' Perfonnance 

16 41. Morgan Stanley also solicited and received the investment bankers' assessment of the 

17 analysts' performance on the same transactions. Morgan Stanley's liaison between the research 

18 and investment banking divisions compiled and summarized the bankers' evaluations of the 

19 analysts' role in each deal and then prepared a final TSW listing for each transaction that provided 

20 ajoint evaluation of the analysts' contributions to each deal. 

21 42. Finally. as prot of Morgan Stanley's "360 degree" review process, in which employees 

22 confidentially reviewed onc another, investment bankers submitted written opinions of analysts 

23 with whom they worked. 

24 43. Investment bankers thus played a role in the annual evaluation of research analysts by 

25 providing substantive infonnation that was considered in the year-end evaluation process and input 

26 into the determination of the analysts' compensation for that year. The investment bankers' role in 

14 



1 the evaluation process created a conflict of interest for analysts, who hoped for positive evaluations 

2 from investment bankers at the same time that they were charged with issuing objective research 

3 reports that, if negative, could have impeded Morgan Stanley's ability to win future investment 

4 banking business from the covered companies. 

5 3. 

6 

Investment Banking Was the Factor Accorded the Greatest 

Weight by Management in Reviewing Management's Initial 
petennination of Pr0p9sed Analysts' Compensation 

7 44. In 1999 and 2000, analyst compensation was set primarily by a managing director in the 

8 equity research division. The managing director made an initial determination of proposed 

9 compensation for all analysts and ranked the analysts based on that determination. The managing 

10 director then ranked the analysts based on their composite scores in nine categories. The managing 

11 director then compared the two rankings before forwarding thc compensation recommendations to 

12 superiors. 

13 45. The nine categories used to rank: the analysts included the amount of investment banking 

14 revenues attributed to analysts based on their involvement in transactions (relative weight of 33%) 

15 and eight other categories related to core research activities, including: (l) poll rankings from the 

16 Institutional Investor and other sources (19%); (2) poll ranking from institutional equity division 

17 sales (12%); (3) finn activities and ability to be a team player (11 %); (4) the "hit ratio" in vote 

18 gathering from institutional clients (7%); (5) rank in vote gathering from institutional clients (7%); 

19 (6) stock picking (active portfolio vs. passive portfolio) (6%); (7) stock picking (active portfolio vs. 

20 index portfolio) (3%); and (8) poll ranking from retail sales (2%). Thus, tile managing director 

21 assigned a one-third weight to investment banking revenues -- the highest weight given to any 

22 single category. 

23 46. The impact that an analyst's contribution to investment banking revenues could have on the 

24 detennination of the analyst's compensation is shown by the compensation of one Morgan Stanley 

25 senior analyst in 1999 and 2000. In 1999, the analyst who received the highest compensation 

26 
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1 among Morgan Stanley research analysts had a composite score that ranked only 11th overall, but 

2 ranked first in investment banking revenues. 

3 47. Tn 2000, the same analyst continued to rank first in investment banking revenues: the total 

.4 investment banking revenues that the analyst helped Morgan Stanley obtain more than doubled. In 

5 most other categories, however, the analyst's perfonnance declined from 1999, and the analyst'S 

6 composite score dropped to 19th overall. In 2000, the analyst ranked only 70th out of 111 analysts 

7 in stock picking, and the analyst's self-evaluation conceded that 2000 had been the analyst's worst 

8 stock-picking year in fifteen years. Nevertheless, this analyst's total salary and bonus for 2000 

9 increased by approximately $8.7 million as compared to 1999, again ranking first among all 

10 Morgan S!anleyanalysts. 

11 I. 3. MORGAN STANLEY DID NOT DISCLOSE THATIT PAID 
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$2.7 MILLION OF UNDERWRITING FEES AT ISSUERS' DIRECTION TO 
OTHER INVESTMENT BANKS TO PROVIDE RESEARCH COVERAGE 

48. In at least twelve stock offerings in which it was selected as lead underwriter from 1999 

through 2001, Morgan Stanley paid $2.7 million of the underwriting fees to approximately twenty-

five investment banks. lntemal Morgan Stanley documents described these payments as "research 

guarantees" or "guaranteed economics for research." Other internal Morgan Stanley documents 

noted instances in which the bank: receiving the payment "will write." Morgan Stanley made these 

payments from the offering proceeds at the direction of the issuers. 

'49. These "research guarantee" payments included more than $670,000 paid to three 

investment banks in connection with an offering by Veritas Software Corp. in December 1999; 

more than $816,000 paid to seven banks in connection with an Agile Software Corp. offering in 

December 1999; and more than $440,000 paid to five banks in connection with an offering by 

Atmel Corp. in February 2000. The individual disbursements ranged from two payments of just 

over $6,000 each to three payments of more than $225,000 each. 
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1 50. The issuers' registration statements and other offering documents identified the other banks 

2 as part of the underwriting syndicates and as receiving payments, but did not specifically disclose 

3 the payments as being for research. Morgan Stanley did not take steps to ensure that these banks 

4 disclosed these payments in their research reports. Morgan Stanley also did not cause the 

5 payments to be disclosed in offering documents or elsewhere as having been for research. 

6 l. 4. MORGAN STANLEY F AILED REASONABLY TO 
SUPERVISE ITS SENIOR RESEARCH ANALYSTS 
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A. Morgan Stanley Had No System for Reviewing 
the Ratings Issued by Its Senior Analysts 

51. Morgan Stanley failed reasonably to supervise its senior research analysts. The film 

required only non-officer-Ievel analysts to submit their initial ratings and proposed changes in 

ratings for review by the Stock Selection Committee. Senior analysts -- principals and managing 

directors -- were not subject to this requirement. In addition, Morgan Stanley had no effective 

system in place for reviewing the ratings of its senior analysts against changed conditions. 

52. Morgan Stanley's lack of an effective review system allowed some principal and managing 

director analysts to maintain Outpcrfonn ratings unchanged on declining stocks without any review 

by management. For example, in 2000 and 2001, four senior analysts maintained Outperform 

ratings unchanged on 13 stocks as the prices of the stocks declined by over 74 percent. The names 

of the stocks, their percentage declines, and the number of months without a change in the 

Outperform rating arc shown on the following chart 

Company 
Chemdcx (V entro) 
Drugstore.com 
Priceline.com 
Ask Jeeves 
Marimba 
Homestore,com 
Vignette 
VeriSign 
Akamai 

Percent Price Drop While 
Rated Outperform 

96.2 
95.4 
92.0 
90.9 
88.9 
88.7 
87.1 
83.3 
82.8 

17 

Months Without Change in 
Outperform Rating 

8.5 
30 
30 
16 
8.5 

10 
7.5 

19.5 
10 
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Women.com 
CNET 
Inktomi 
FreeMarkets 

80.3 
77.7 
76.9 
74.3 

8.5 
16.5 
15 
23 

53. Not until late 2001, after complaints from Institutional Sales persons made as part of the 

year-end evaluation process, did management state to one of the analysts: "Don't let your ratings 

get stale; change them ahead of expected price action." 

B. Morgan Stanley's Analysts Virtual1y Never Used the Lowest Rating in the 
Firm's Stock Rating System 

54. From 1995 to March 2002, Morgan Stanley publicly stated that it had a four-category rating 

system: Strong Buy; Outperfonn; Neutral; and Underperforrn. "Underperform" was defined as 

follows: "Given the current price, these securities are not expected to perfonn as well as other 

stocks in the universe covered by the analyst."Although Morgan Stanley stated that it had a four-

category system, its analysts virtually never used the "Underperform" rating and, in effect, used a 

three-category system. From 1999 through 2001, the firm published research on approximately 

1,000 North American company stocks. No more than three of the 1033 stock~ covered over the 

coursc of 1999 were given an Undcrpcrform rating; no more than five of the 1058 stocks covered 

over the course of2000 received that rating; and no more than six of the 1030 stocks covered over 

the course of200! were rated Underperforrn. 

55. Morgan Sianley management was aware that analysts were not using the "Underperfonn" 

rating, but did not correct the problem until March 2002, when a new rating system was instituted. 

II. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

1. The Commissioner has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to 6 Del. C. § 7325. 

2. The Commissioner fmds that Morgan Stanley violated 6 Del. C. §§ 7316(a)(7) and (10) in 

that: 

a) The relationship between investment banking and research created conflicts of 

interest for Morgan Stanley research analysts; 
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1 b) Morgan Stanley did not disclose that it paid $2.7 million of underwriting fees at 

2 issuers' direction to other investment banks to provide research coverage; and 

3 c) Morgan Stanley failed reasonably to supervise its senior research analysts. 

4 3. The Commissioner finds the following relief appropriate and in the public interest. 

5 Ill. 

6 ORDER 

7 On the basis ofllie Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Morgan Stanley's consent to the 

8 entry of this Order, for the sole purpose of settling this matter, prior to a hearing and without admitting 

9 or denying any of the Findings of Fact or Conclusions of Law, 

10 IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 

11 1. This Order concludes the investigation by the Commissioner and any other action that the 

12 Commissioner could commence llllder applicable Delaware law on behalf of the State of Delaware as 

13 it relates to Morgan Stanley relating to the subject of the investigations, provided however, that 

14 excluded from and not covered by this paragraph 1 arc any claims by the Delaware Division of 

15 Sectuities arising from or relating to the «Order" provisions herein. 

16 2. Morgan Sianley will CEASE AND DESIST [Tom violating the Delaware Secrnities Act (6 

17 Del. C. Chap. 73) in connection with the research practices referenced in this Ordcr and will comply 

18 with the Delaware Securities Act in connection with the research practices referenced in this Order 

19 and will comply with the undertakings of Addendum A, incorporated herein by reference. 

20 3. As a result of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law contained in this Order, Morgan 

21 Stanley shall pay a total amount of$125,000,000.00. This total amount shall be paid as specified 

22 in the SEC Final Judgment as follows: 

23 a. $25,000,000 to the states (50 states, plus the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico) 

24 (Morgan Stanley's offer to the state securities regulators hereinafter shall be called the 

25 "state settlement offer"). Upon execution of this Order~ Morgan Stanley shall pay the sum 

26 of$ 250.000 ofthis amolUlt to the Commissioner as a civil monetary penalty pursuant to 6 
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I Del. C. § 7325, to be deposited in the Investor Protection Fund, 6 Del. C. § 7329. The total 

2 amount to be paid by Morgan Stanley to state securities regulators pursuant to the state 

3 settlement offer may be reduced due to the decision of any state securities regulator not to 

4 accept the state settlement offer. In the event another state securities regulator detennines 

5 not to accept Morgan Stanley's state settlement offer, the total amount of the Delaware 

6 payment shall not be affected, and shall remain at $250,000; 

7 b. $25,000,000 as disgorgement of commissions, fees and other monies as specified in the 

8 SEC Final Judgment; 

9 c. $75,000,000, to be used for the procurement of independent research, as described in the 

10 SEC Final Judgment; 

11 4. If payment is not made by Morgan Stanley or if Morgan Stanley defaults in any of its 

12 obligations set forth in this Order, the Commissioner may vacate this Order, at its sole discretion, 

13 upon 10 days notice to Morgan Stanley and without opportunity for administrative hearing. 

14 5. Morgan Stanley agrees that it shall not seek or accept, directly or indirectly, reimbursement 

15 or indemnification, including but not limited to payment made pursuant to any insurance policy, 

16 with regard to all penalty amOlmts that Morgan Stanley shall pay pursuant to this Order or section 

17 II of the SEC Final Judgment, regardless of whether such penalty amounts or any part thereof are 

18 added to the Distribution Fund Account referred to in the SEC Final Judgment or otherwise used 

19 for the benefit of investors. Morgan Stanley further agrees that it shall not claim, assert, or apply 

20 for a tax deduction or tax credit with regard to any state, federal or local tax for any penalty 

21 amounts that Morgan Stanley shall pay pursuant to this Order or section II of the SEC Final 

22 Judgment, regardless of whether such penalty amounts or any part thereof are added to the 

23 Distribution Fund Account referred to in the SEC Final Judgment or otherwise used for the benefit 

24 of investors. Morgan Stanley understands and acknowledges that these provisions arc not intended 

25 to imply that the Commissioner would agree that any other amounts Morgan Stanley shall pay 

26 pursuant to the SEC Final Judgment may be reimbursed or indemnified (whether pursuant to an 
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1 insurance policy or otherwise) under applicable law or may be the bao:;is for any tax deduction or 

2 tax credit with regard to any state, federal or local tax. 

3 6. This Order is not intended by the Commissioner to subject any Covered Person to any 

4 disqualifications under the laws of any state, the District of Columbia or Puerto Rico (collectively, 

5 ··State"), including, without limitation, any disqualifications from relying upon the State 

6 registration exemptions or State safe harbor provisions. "Covered Personn means Morgan Stanley, 

7 or any of its officers, directors, affiliates, current or fanner employees, or other persons that would 

8 otherwise be disqualified as a result of the Orders (as defincd below). 

9 7. The SEC Final Judgment, the NYSE Stipulation and Consent, the NASD Letter of 

10 Acceptance, Waiver and Consent, this Order and the order of any other State in related proceedings 

11 against Morgan Stanley (collectively, the "Orders") shall not disqualify any Covered Person from 

12 any business that they otherwise are qualified, licensed or pennitted to perform under the 

13 applicable law ofllie State of Delaware and any disqualifications from relying upon this state's 

14 registration exemptions or safe harbor provisions that arise from the Orders are hereby waived. 

15 8. The Orders shall not disqualify any Covered Person from any business that they otherwise 

16 are qualified, licensed or permitted to perform under applicable state law. 

17 9. For any person or entity not a party to this Order, this Order does not limit or create any 

18 private rights or remedies against Morgan Stanley including, without limitation, the usc of any e-mails 

19 or other docrunents of Morgan Stanley or of others regarding research practices, or limit or create 

20 liability of Morgan Stanley, or limit or create defenses of Morgan Stanley to any claims. 

21 10. Nothing hcrcin shaIl preclude the State of Delaware, its departments, agencies, boards, 

22 commissions, authorities, political subdivisions and corporations, other than the Commissioner and 

23 only to the extent set forth in paragraph I above, (collectively, "State Entities") and the officers, 

24 agents or employees of State Entities from asserting any claims, causes of action, or applications 

25 tor compensatory, nominal and/or pUnitive damages, administrative, civil, criminaJ, or injunctive 

26 relief against Morgan Stanley in connection with certain research practices at Morgan Stanley. 
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~",vl ~~ Dated this ~day of ~ 0 3_ 

BY ORDER OF THE SECURITIES COMMISSIONER OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE 

_Ropp 
. ties Commissioner 
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CONSENT TO ENTRY OF ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER BY 
MORGAN STANLEY & CO. INCORPORATED 

Morgan Stanley & Co. Incorporated hereby acknowledges that it has been served with a copy 

of this Administrative Order, has read the foregoing Order, is aware of its right to a hearing and appeal 

in this matter, and has waived the same. 

Morgan Stanley & Co. Incorporated admits the jurisdiction of the Securities Commissioner of 

the Division of Securities of the State of Delaware Department of Justice ("Commissioner"), neither 

admits nor denies the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law contained in this Order, and consents 

to entry of this Order by the Commissioner as settlement of the issues contained in this Order. 

Morgan Stanley & Co. Incorporated states that no promise of any kind or nature whatsoever 

was made to it to induce it to enter into this Order and that it has entered into this Order voluntarily. 

:2:WNt,>)? C Ib\ «\... rcpresents that helshe is ~1I\::,iV\~ \')\~<l!0of Morgan 

Stanley & Co. Incorporated and that, as such, has been authorized by Morgan Stanley & Co. 

Incorporated to enter into this Order for and on behalf of Morgan Stanley & Co. Incorporated. 

Dated this \1+"- day of ~-kVn~ ,2003. 

Morgan Stanley & Co. Incorporated 

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this l day of S.-f~ 

-: >h", ~,,~,ch-
Notary Public 
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AddendnmA 

Undertakings 

The firm shall comply with the following undertakings: 

I. Separation of Research and Investment Banking 

1. Reporting Lines. Research and Investment Banking will be separate units 
with entirely separate reporting lines within the firm - i.e., Research will 
not report directly or indirectly to or through Investment Banking. For 
these pnrposes, the head of Research may report to or through a person or 
persons to whom the head of Investment Banking also reports, provided 
that such person or persons have no direct responsibility for Investment 
Banking or investment banking activities. 

a. As used throughout this Addendum, the term "firm" means Morgan 
Stanley & Co. Incorporated (''Morgan Stanley"), Morgan Stanley'S 
successors and assigns (which, for these pnrposes, shall include a 
successor or assign to Morgan Stanley's investment banking and 
research operations), and their affiliates, other than "exempt 
investment adviser affiliates." 

b. As used throughout this Addendum, the term "exempt investment 
adviser affiliate" means an investment adviser affiliate (including for 
these purposes, a separately identifiable department or division that is 
principally engaged in the provision of investment advice to managed 
accounts as governed by the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 or 
investment companies under the Investment Company Act of 1940) 
having no officers (or persons perfonning similar functions) or 
employees in common with the firm (which, for purposes of this 
Section LI.b, shall not include the investment adviser affiliate) who 
can influence the activities of the firm's Research personnel or the 
content of the firm's research reports; provided that the firm (i) 
maintains and enforces written policies and procedures reasonably 
designed to prevent the firm, any controlling persons, officers (or 
persons performing similar functions), or employees of the firm from 
influencing or seeking to influence the activities of Research personnel 
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of, or the content of research reports prepared by, the investment 
adviser affiliate; (ii) obtains an annual independent assessment of the 
operation of such policies and procedures; and (iii) does not fumish to 
its customers research reports prepared by the investment adviser 
affiliate or otherwise use such investment adviser affiliate to do 
indirectly what the firm may not do directly under this Addendum 

c. As used throughout this Addendum, the tcrm "Investment Banking" 
means all firm personnel engaged principally in investment banking 
activities, including the solicitation of issuers and structuJ.ing of public 
offering and other investment banking transactions. It also includes all 
firm personnel who are directly or indirectly supervised by such 
persons and all personnel who directly or indirectly supervise such 
persons, up to mJ.d including Investment Banking management. 

d. As used throughout tlIis Addendum, the term "Research" means all 
firm personnel engaged principally in the preparation and/or 
publication of research reports, including firm personnel who are 
directly or indirectly supervised by such persons and those who 
directly or indirectly supervise such persons, up to and including 
Research management. 

e. As used throughout this Addendum, the term "research report" memJ.s 
any written (including e1ectromc) communication that is furmshed by 
the firm to investors in the U.S. and that includes an analysis of the 
common stock, any security convertible into common stock, or any 
derivative thereof, including American Depositary Receipts 
(collectively, "Securities"), of an issuer or issuers and provides 
information reasonably sufficient upon which to base an investment 
decision; provided, however, that a "research report" shall not include: 

I. the following communications, if they do not include (except as 
specified below) an analysis, recommendation or rating (e.g., 
buy/se1l1hold, under perfonnimarket perform/outperform, 
underweight/market weight/overweight, etc.) of individual 
securities or issuers: 

1. reports discussing broad-based indices, such as the 
Russell 2000 or S&P 500 index; 
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2. reports conunenting on economic, political or market 
(including trading) conditions; 

3. teclmical or quantitative analysis concerning the demand 
and supply for a sector, index or industry based on trading 
volume and price; 

4. reports that reconunend increasing or decreasing holdings 
in particnlar indnstries or sectors or types of securities; 
and 

5. statistical sununaries of multiple companies' financial 
data and broad-based sununaries or listings of 
recommendations or ratings contained in previously
issued research reports, provided that such sununaries or 
listings do not indude any analysis of individual 
companies; and 

II. the following conununications, even if they include information 
reasonably sufficient upon which to base an investment decision 
or a recommendation or rating of individual securities or 
companies: 

L an analysis prepared for a current or prospective investing 
customer or group of current or prospective investing 
customers by a registered salesperson or trader who is (or 
group of registered salespersons or traders who are) not 
principally engaged in the preparation or publication of 
research reports; and 

2. periodic reports, solicitations or other conununications 
prepared for current or prospective investment company 
shareholders (or similar beneficial owners of trusts and 
limited partoerships) or discretionary investment account 
clients, provided that such conununications discuss past 
performance or the basis for previously made 
discretionary investment decisions. 

2. Legal/Compliance. Research will have its own dedicated legal and 
compliance staff, who may be a part of the firm's overall compliance/legal 
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infrastructure. 

3. Bndget. For the finn's first fiscal year following the entry of the final 
judgment in the action by the Securities and Exchange Commission 
("SEC") against Morgan Stanley in a related proceeding ("final 
judgment") and thereafter, Research budget and allocation of Research 
expenses will be detennined by the finn's senior management (e.g., 
CEO/Chainnanimanagement committee, other than Investtnent Banking 
personnel) without input from Investment Banking and without regard to 
specific revenues or results derived from Investment Banking, though 
revenues and results of the finn as a whole may be considered in 
determining Research budget and allocation of Research expenses. On 
an annual basis thereafter, the Audit Committee of the finn's 
holding/parent company (or comparable independent persons/group 
without management responsibilities) will review the budgeting and 
expense allocation process with respect to Research to ensure 
compliance with this requirement. 

4. Physical Separation. Research and Investtnent Banking will be physically 
separated. Such physical separation will be reasonably designed to 
prevent thc intentional and unintentional flow ofinformation between 
Research and lnvesttnent Banking. 

5. Compensation. Compensation of professional Research persOlmeJ will be 
determined exclusively by Research management and the finn's senior 
management (but not including Investment Banking personnel) using the 
following principles: 

a. Investment Banking will have no inpnt into compensation decisions. 

b. Compensation may not be based directly or indirectly on Investment 
Banking revenues or results; providal., however, that compensation 
may relate to the revenues or results of the firm as a whole. 

c. A significant portion of the compensation of anyone principally 
engaged in the preparation of research reports (as defined in this 
Addendum) that he or she is required to certifY pursuant to the SEC's 
Regulation Analyst Certification (''Regnlation AC') (such person 
hereinafter a "lead analyst") must be based on quantifiable measures of 
the quality and accuracy of the lead analyst's research and analysis, 
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including his or her ratings and price targets, if any. fu assessing 
quality, the finn may rely on, among other things, evaluations by the 
finn's investing customers, evaluations by the finn's sales personnel 
and rankings in independent surveys. fu assessing accuracy, the finn 
may use the actnal perfonnance of a company or its equity securities to 
rank its own lead analysts' ratings and price targets, if any, and 
forecasts, if any, against those of other finns, as well as against 
benchmarks such as market or sector indices. 

d. Other factors that may be taken into consideration in detennioing lead 
analyst compensation include: (i) market capitalization of, and tbe 
potential iuterest of the finn's investing clients in research with respect 
to, the industry covered by the analyst; (ii) Research management's 
assessment of the analyst's overall performance of job duties, abilities 
and leadership; (iii) the analyst's seniority and experience; (iv) the 
analyst's productivity; and (v) the market for the hiring and retention 
of analysts. 

e. The criteria to be used for compensatiou decisions will be detennined 
by Research management and the finn's senior management (not 
including fuvestlnent Banking) and set forth in writing in advance. 

f. Research management will document the basis for each compensation 
decision made with respect to (i) anyone who, in the last 12 months, 
has been required to certifY a research report (as defined in this 
Addendum) pursuant to Regulation AC; and (ii) anyone who is a 
member of Research management (except in the case of senior-most 
Research management, in which case the basis for each compensation 
decision will be documented by the firm's senior management). 

On an annual basis, the Compensation Committee of the finn's 
holding/parent company (or comparable independent persons/group 
without management responsibilities) will review the compensation 
process for Research personnel. Such review will be reasonably desigued 
to ensure that compensation decisions have been made in a manner that is 
consistent with these requirements. 

6. Evaluations. Evaluations of Research personnel will not be done by, nor 
will there be input from, fuvestlnent Banking personnel. 
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7. Coverage. Investment Banking will have no input into company-specific 
coverage decisions (i.e., whether or not to initiate or teoninate coverage of 
a particular company in research reports furnished by the finn), and 
investment banking revennes or potential revenues will not be taken into 
account in making company-specific coverage decisions; provided, 
however, tbat this requirement does not apply to category-by-category 
coverage decisions (e.g., a given industry sector, all issuers underwritten 
by the finn, companies meeting a certsin market cap threshold). 

8. Tennination of Coverage. When a decision is made to teoninate coverage 
of a particular company in the finn's research reports (whether as a result 
of a company-specific or category-by-category decision), the finn will 
make available a final research report on the company using the means of 
dissemination equivalent to those it ordinarily uses; provided, however, 
that no final report is required for any company as to which the finn's 
prior coverage has been limited to purely quantitative analysis. Such 
report will be comparable to prior reports, nnless it is impracticable for 
the finn to produoe a comparable report (e.g., if the analyst covering the 
company andlor sector has left the finn). In any event, the final research 
report must disclose: the finn's tennination of coverage; and the rationale 
for the decision to tcnninate coverage. 

9. Prohibition on Soliciting Investment Banking Business. Research is 
prohibited from participating in efforts to solicit investment banking 
business. Accordingly, Research may not, among other things, participate 
in any "pitches" for investment banking business to prospective 
investment banking clients, or have other communications with 
companies for the pnrpose of soliciting investment banking business. 

IO.Firewalls Between Research and Investment Banking. So as to reduce 
further the potential for conflicts of interest or the appearance of conflicts 
of interest, the finn must create and enforce firewalls between Research 
and Investment Banking reasonably designed to prohibit all 
communications between the two except as expressly described below: 

a. Investtnent Banking personnel may seek, through Researcb 
management (or an appropriate designee with comparable management 
or control responsibilities ("Designee")) or in the presence of internal 
legal or compliance staff, the views of Research personnel about the 
merits of a proposed transaction, a potential candidate for a 
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transaction, or market or industry trends, conditions or developments. 
Research pers01U1el may respond to such inquiries on these subjects 
through Research management or its Designee or in the presence of 
internal legal or compliance staff. In addition, Research personnel, 
through Research management or its Designee or in the presence of 
intema1legal or compliance staff, may initiate communications with 
Investment Banking personnel relating to market or industry trends, 
conditions or developments, provided that such connnunications are 
consistent in nature with the types of communications that an analyst 
might have with investing customers. Any communications between 
Research and Investment Banking personnel must not be made for the 
purpose of having Research personnel identifY specific potential 
investment banking transactions. 

b. In response to a request by a commitment or similar committee or 
subgroup thereof, Research personnel may communicate their views 
about a proposed transaction or potential candidate for a transaction to 
the committee or subgroup thereof in connection with the review of 
such transaction or candidate by the committee. Investment Banking 
personnel working on the proposed transaction may participate with 
the Research personnel in these discussions with suill committee or 
subgroup. However, the Research personnel also must have an 
opportunity to express their views to the committee or subgroup 
outside the presence of such Investment Banking personnel. 

c. Research personnel may assist the firm in confirming the adequacy of 
disclosure in offering or other disclosure documents for a transaction 
based on the analysts' communications with the company and other 
vetting conducted outside the presence of Investment Banking 
personnel, but to the extent communicated to Investment Banking 
personnel, such communication shall only be made in the presence of 
underwriters' or other counsel on the transaction or internal legal or 
compliance staff. 

d. After the firm receives an investment banking mandate, or in 
connection with a block bid or similar transaction, Research personnel 
may (i) connnunicate their views on the structuring and pricing of the 
transaction to personnel in the firm's equity capital markets group, 
which group's principal job responsibility is the pricing and 
structuring of transactions (including by participating with the firm's 
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equity capital markets group in the preparation of intanal-use 
memoranda and other efforts to educate the sales force), and (ii) 
provide to such personnel other information obtained from investing 
customers relevant to the pricing and structuring ofthe transaction. 

e. Research personnel may attend or participate in a widely-attended 
conference attended by Investment Banking personnel or in which 
Investment Banking personnel participate, provided that the Research 
personnel do not participate in activities otherwise prohibited herein. 

f. Research and Investment Banking personnel may attend or participate 
in widely-attended finn or regional meetings at which matters of 
general finn interest are discussed. Research management and 
Investment Banking management may attend meetings or sit on firm 
management, risk or similar committees at which general business and 
plans (including those of Investment Banking and Research) and other 
matters of general finn interest are discussed. Research and 
Investment Banking personnel may communicate with each other with 
respect to legal or compliance issues, provided that internal legal or 
compliance staff is present. 

g. Communications between Research and Investment Banking personnel 
that are not related to investment banking or research activities may 
take place without restriction. 

II.Additional Restrictions on Activities By Research and Investment 
Banking Personnel. 

a. Research personnel are prohibited from participating in company or 
Investment Banking-sponsored road shows related to a public offering 
or other investment banking transaction. 

b. Investment Banking personnel are prohihited from directing Research 
personnel to engage in marketing or selling efforts to investors with 
respect to an investment banking transaction. 

12.0versight An oversight/monitoring committee or committees, which will 
be comprised of representatives of Research management and may 
include others (but not personnel from Investment Banking), will be 
created to: 
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a. review (beforehand, where practicable) all changes in ratings, if any, 
and material changes in price targets, if any, contained in the finn's 
research reports; 

b. conduct periodic reviews of research reports to detennine whether 
changes in ratings or price targets, if any, should be considered; and 

c. monitor the overall quality and accuracy of the finn's research reports; 

provided, however, that Sections I.l2a and 1.12b of this Addendum shall 
not be required with respect to research reports limited to purely 
quantitative analysis. 

II. Disclosure/Transparency and Other Issues 

1. Disclosures. In addition to other disclosures required by rule, the firm 
must disclose prominently on the first page of any research report and any 
summary or listing of recommendations or ratings contained in 
previously-issued research reports, in type no smaller than the type used 
for the text of the report or summary or listing, that: 

a. "Morgan Stanley does and seeks to do business with companies 
covered in their research reports. As a result, investors should be 
aware that the firm may have a conflict of interest that could affect the 
objectivity of this report." 

b. With respect to Covered Companies as to which the firm is required to 
make available Independent Research (as set forth in Section III 
below): "Customers of Morgan Stanley can receive independent, 
third-party research on the company covered in this report, at no cost 
to them, where such research is available. Customers can access this 
independent research at [website addresslhyperlinkJ or can call [toll
free number] to request a copy ofthis research." 

c. "Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making 
their investment decision." 

2. Transparency of Analysts' Performance. The firm will make publicly 
available (via its website, in a downloadable format), no later than 90 days 
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after the conclusion of each quarter (beginning with the first full calendar 
quarter that commences at least 120 days following the entry of the final 
judgment), the following infonmtion, if such information is included in 
any research report (oth.,,- than any research report limited to purely 
quantitative analysis) prepared and fumished by the firm during the prior 
quarter: subject company, name(s) of analyst(s) responsible for 
certification of the report pursuant to Regulation AC, date of report, 
rating, price target, period within which the price target is to be achieved, 
earnings per share forecast(s), period(s) for which such forecast(s) are 
applicable (e.g., 3Q03, FY04, etc.), and definition/explanation of ratings 
used by the firm. 

3. Applicability. Except as specified in the second and third sentences of 
this Section II.3, the restrictions and requirements set forth in Sections 1 
[Separation of Research and Investment Banking] and Section II 
[Disc1osure!Transparency and Other Issues] ofthis Addendum will only 
apply in respect of a research report that is both (i) prepared by the firm, 
and (ii) that relates to either (A) a U.S. company, or (B) a non-U.S. 
company for which a U.S. market is the principal equity trading market; 
provided, however, that such restrictions and requirements do not apply to 
Research activities relating to a non-U.S. company until the second 
calendar quarter following the calendar quarter in which the U.S. market 
became the principal equity trading market for such company. 
Notwithstanding theforegoing, Section L7 [Coverage] of this Addendum 
will also apply to any research report (oth.,,- than the Independent 
Research made available by the firm pursuant to Section III [Independent, 
Third-Party Research] ofthis Addendum) that has beenfurnishai by the 
firm to investors in the U.S., but not prepared by the firm, but only to the 
extent that the report relates to either (A) a U.S. company, or (B) a non
U.S. company for which a U.S. market is the principal equity trading 
market. Also notwithstanding tbe foregoing, Section II. I [Disclosures] of 
this Addendum will also apply to any research report (other than tbe 
Independent Research made available by the firm pursuant to Section III 
of this Addendum) that has been furnishai by tbe firm to investors in tbe 
U.S., but not prepared by the firm, including a report that relates to a non
U.S. company for which a U.S. market is not the principal equity trading 
market, but only to the extent that the report has been fumished under the 
firm's name, has been prepared for the exclusive or sale use of the fll1ll or 
its customers, or has been customized in any material respect for the firm 
or its customers. 
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a. For purposes of this Section II.3, the finn will be deemed to have 
furnished a research report to investors in the U.S. if the finn has made 
the research report available to investors in the U.S. or has arranged 
for someone else to make it available to investors in the U.S. 

b. For purposes of this Section II.3, a ''U.S. company" means any 
company incorporated in the U.S. or whose principal place of business 
or headquarters is in the U.S. 

c. For purposes of this Section II.3, the calendar quarter in which a non
U.S. company's "principal equity trading market" becomes the U.S. 
market is a quarter when more than 50% of worldwide trading in the 
company's conuuon stock and equivalents (such as ordinary shares or 
common stock or ordinary shares represented by American Depositary 
Receipts) takes place in the U.S. Trading volume shall be measured by 
publicly reported share volume. 

4. General. 

a. The finn may not knowingly do indirectly that which it cannot do 
directly under this Addendum. 

b. The finn will adopt and implement policies and procedures reasonably 
designed to ensure that its associated persons (including but not 
limited to the fum's Investment Banking personnel) cannot and do not 
seek to influence the contents of a research report or the activities of 
Research personnel for purposes of obtaining or retaining investment 
banking bnsiness. The finn will adopt and implement procedures 
instructing finn personnel to report immediately to a member of the 
finn's legal or compliance staff any attempt to influence the contents 
of a research report or the activities of Research personnel for such a 
purpose. 

5. Timing. Unless otherwise specified, the restrictions and requirements of 
this Addendum will be effective within 120 days ofthe entry of the final 
judgment, except that Sections 1.5 [Compensation], 1.6 [Evaluations], 
I. 7[Coverage], 1.8[Termination of Coverage], I. 9 [Prohibition on 
Soliciting Investment Banking Business], Lll [Additional Restrictions on 
Activities by Research and Investment Banking Personnel], and 11.4(a) 
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[General (subpart a)] and II.7 [Superseding Rules and Amendments] of 
tills Addendum will be effective within 60 days of the entry of the final 
judgment, and Sections ILl.b [Disclosures (subpart b)] and III 
[Independent, Third-Party Research] of tills Addendum will be effective 
witltin 270 days of the entry of the final judgment. 

6. Review of implementation. 

a. The firm will retain, at its own expense, an Independent Monitor 
acceptable to the Stafr of the SEC, the NYSE, the NASD, the 
President ofNASAA, and the New York Attorney General's Office to 
conduct a review to provide reasonable assurance of the 
implementation and effectiveness of the finn's policies and procedures 
designed to achieve compliance with the tenns of this Addendum 
This review will begin 18 months after the date ofthe entry of the final 
judgment. The Independent Monitor will produce a written report of 
its review, its findings as to the implementation and effectiveness of 
the firm's policies and procedures, and its recommendations of other 
policies or procedures (or amendments to existing policies or 
procedures) as are necessary and appropriate to achieve compliance 
with the requirements and prohibitions of tltis Addffidum The report 
will be produced to the finn and the Staff of tbe SEC, the NYSE and 
the NASD within 30 days from the completion ofthereview, but no 
later than 24 months from the date of entry of the final judgment. (The 
SEC Staff shall make the report available to the President of NASA A 
and the New York Attorney General's Office upon request.) The 
Independent Monitor shall have the option to seek an extension of time 
by making a written request to the Staff of the SEC. 

b. The firm will have a reasonable opportunity to comment on the 
Independent Monitor's review and proposed report prior to its 
submission, including a reasonable opportunity to comment on any and 
all recommendations, and to seek confidential treatment of such 
information and recommendations set forth therein to the extent that 
the report concerns proprietary commercial and [mancial information 
of the firm. This report will be subject to the protections from 
disclosure set forth in the rules of the SEC, including theprotections 
from disclosure set forth in 5 U.S.c. § 552(b) (8) and 17 C.F.R. § 
200.80(b) (8), and will not oonstitute a record, report, statement or data 
compilation of a public office or agency under Rule 803(8) of the 
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Federal Rules of Evidence. 

c. The finn will adopt all recommendations contained in the written 
report of the Independent Monitor; provided, however, that as to any 
recommendation that the finn believes is unduly burdensome or 
impractical, the finn may demonstrate why the recommended policy or 
procedure is, under the circumstances, unreasonable, impractical 
and/or not designed to yield benefits commensurate with its cost, or the 
finn may suggest an alternative policy or procedure designed to 
achieve the same objective, and submit such explanation and/or 
alternative policy or procedure in writing to the Independent Monitor 
and to the Staff of the SEC. The finn and the Independent Monitor 
shall then attempt in good faith to reach agreement as to any policy or 
procedure as to which there is any dispute and the Independent 
Monitor shall reasonably evaluate any alternative policy or procedure 
proposed by the finn. If an agreement on any issue is not reached, the 
firm will abide by the determinations of the Staff of the SEC (which 
shall be made after allowing the finn and the hldependent Monitor to 
present arguments in support ofthrir positions), and adopt those 
recommendations the Staff of the SEC deems appropriate. 

d. The finn will cooperate fully with the Independent Monitor in this 
review, including making such non-privileged information and 
documents available, as the Independent Monitor may reasonably 
request, and by permitting and requiring the firm's employees and 
agents to supply such non-privileged information and documents as the 
Independent Monitor may reasonably request. 

e. To ensure the independence of the Independent Monitor, the firm (i) 
shall not have the authority to terminate the Independent Monitor 
without the prior written approval of the SEC staff; and (ii) shall 
compensate the Independent Monitor, and persons engaged to assist 
the Independent Monitor, for services rendered purSWlllt to this Ordcr 
at their reasonable and customary rates. 

f. For the period of engagement and for a period of three years from 
completion of the engagement, the Independent Monitor shall not enter 
into any employment, consultant, attorney-client, auditing or othcr 
professional relationship with the firm, or any of its present or fOffiler 
affiliates, directors, officers, employees, or agents acting in their 
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capacity as such. Any entity with which the Independent Monitor is 
affiliated or of which helshe is a member, and any person engaged to 
assist the Independent Monitor in performance ofhislher duties under 
this Order shall not, without prior written consent of the Staff of the 
SEC, enter into any employment, consultant, attorney-client, auditing 
or other professional relationship with the firm, or any of its present or 
former affiliates, directors, officers, employees, or agents acting in 
their capacity as such for the period of the engagement and for a period 
of three years after the engagement. 

g. Five years after the date of the entry of the floal judgment, the firm 
shall certifY to the Staff of the SEC, the NYSE, the NASD, the 
President ofNASAA, and the New York Attorney General's Office, 
that the firm has complied in all material respects with the 
requirements and prohibitions set forth in this Addendum or, in the 
event of material non-compliance, will describe such material non
compliance. 

7. Superseding Rules and Amendments. In the event that the SEC adopts a 
rule or approves an SRO rule or interpretation with the stated intent to 
supersede any of the provisions of this settlement, the SEC or SRO rule or 
interpretation will govern with respect to that provision of the settlement 
and such provision will be superseded. In additiou, each of the SEC, 
NYSE, the NASD, the New York Attorney General's Office and any 
State that incorporates this Addendum into its settlement of related 
proceedings against Morgan Stanley agrees that the SEC Staff may 
provide interpretive guidance with respect to the tenus of the settlement, 
as requested by the firm and that, subject to Court approval, the SEC and 
the firm may agree to amend or modifY any term of the settlement, in each 
case, without any further action or involvement by any other regulator in 
any related proceeding. With respect to any term in Section I or II of this 
Addendum that has not been superseded (as set forth above) within five 
years of the entry of the final judgment, it is the expectation of Morgan 
Stanley, the SEC, NYSE, NASD, New York Attorney General's Office 
and the States that the SEC would agree to an amendment or modification 
of such term, subject to Court approval, unless the SEC believes such 
amendment or modification would not be in the public interest. 

8. Other Obligations and Requirements. Except as otherwise specified, the 
requirements and prohibitions of this Addendum shall not relieve the firm 
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of any other applicable legal obligation or requirement. 

m. Independent, Third-Party Research 

1. Obligation to Make Available. Each year, for the period ending five years 
after the effective date of this Section III (as set forth in Section II.5 
[Timing] of this Addendum), the firm will be required to contract with no 
fewer than three independent providers of research ("Independent 
Research Providers") at a time in order to procure and make available 
Independent Research (as defined below) to the film's customers in the 
U.S. as set forth below. There is, however, no requirement that there be at 
least three Independent Research Providers for the Common Stock of each 
Covered Company (as those terms are defined below): 

a. For common stock and equivalents (such as ordinary shares or 
common stock or ordinary shares represented by American Depositary 
Receipts) listed on a U.S. national securities exchaoge or quoted in 
Nasdaq (such securities hereinafter, collectively, "Common Stock") 
and covered in the firm's research reports (other than those limited to 
purely quantitative analysis) (an issuer of such covered Common Stock 
hereinafter called a "Covered Company"), the firm, through an 
Independent Consultant (as discussed below) will use its reasonable 
efforts to prowre, and shall make available to its customers in the 
U.S., Independent Research on such Covered Company's Common 
Stock. (If the Independent Research Providers drop coverage or do 
not timely pick up coverage of the Common Stock of a Covered 
Company, the firm will not be in violation of any of the requirements 
in this Section III, and may continue to disseminate its own research 
reports on the Common Stock of the Covered Company without 
making available any Independent Research on the Common Stock of 
the Covered Company, if the finn takes reasonable steps to request that 
the Independent Consultaot procure such coverage promptly.) 

1. For purposes of this Section III, the firm's research 
reports include research reports that have not been 
prepared by the firm, but only to the extent that such 
reports have been furnished under the [nm's name, have 
been prepared for the exclusive or sale use of the [nm or 
its customers, or have been customized in aoy material 
respect for the film or its customers. 
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11. A non-U.S. company for which a U.S. market is not the 
principal equity trading market shall only be considered a 
Covered Company if in the calendar quarter ended March 
3 1,2003, or in any subsequent calendar quarter during the 
period that the firm's obligations to procure and make 
available Independent Research under this Section III are 
effective, the publicly reported, average daily dollar 
volume of US. trading in such company's Common 
Stock (measured by multiplying the publicly reported, 
average daily share volume of U.S. trading during the 
quarter by the closing price per share of the Common 
Stock on the last day of the quarter), exceeded $2.5 
million, and (b) the outstanding total public float of tbe 
Common Stock as of the last day of such calendar quarter 
exceeded $150 million. Further, the finn's obligation to 
procure and make available Independent Research with 
respect to such company shall become effective at the 
later of: (a) 90 days after the end of the calendar quarter 
in which the company met the foregoing tradmg and 
public float tests; or (b) the effective date of this Section 
III. 

b. For purposes oftms Section III, Independent Research means (i) a 
research report prepared by an unaffiliated person or entity, or (ii) a 
statistical or other surveyor analysis of research reports (including 
ratings and price targets) issued by a broad range of persons and 
entities, including persons and entities having no association with 
investment banking activities, which surveyor analysis has been 
prepared by an unaffiliated person or entity. 

c. The firm will adopt policies and procedures reasonably designed to 
ensure that, in connection with any solicited order for a customer in the 
US. relating to the Common Stock of a Covered Company, and if 
Independent Research on the Covered Company's Common Stock is 
available, tbe registered representative will have informed the 
customer, during the solicitation, that the customer can receive 
Independent Research on the Covered Company's Common Stock at 
no cost to the cnstomer (the "Notice Requirernent"). 
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d. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Notice Requirement will not apply 
to (i) the solicitation of an institutional customer (an entity other than a 
natural person having at least $10 million invested in securities in the 
aggregate in its portfolio rudlor under management) unless such 
customer, after due notice and opportunity, has advised the firm that it 
wishes to have the Notice Requirement apply to it (any customer who 
has not so advised the firm is hereinafter referred to as a "Non
Participating Institutional Customer"); (ii) orders as to which 
discretion was exercised, pursuant to a written discretionary account 
agreement or written grant of trading authorization; or (iii) a 
solicitation by an entity affiliated with Morgan Stanley if such entity 
does not furnish to its rustomers research reports under the firm's 
nanIe, prepared by the finn or for the exclusive or sole use of the firm 
or its customers, or research reports that have heen customized in any 
material respect for the firm or its customers. 

e. Each trade confirmation sent by Morgan Stanley to a customer with 
respect to an order as to which the Notice Requirement applies will set 
forth (or will be accompanied by a separate statement, which shall be 
considered part of the confirmation, that will set forth), as of the time 
the trade confirmation is generated, the ratings, if any, contained in the 
finn's own research reports and in Independent Research procured for 
the firm with respect to the Common Stock of the Covered Company 
that is the subject of the order. 

f. Each periodic account statement sent by Morgan Stanley to a customer 
in the U.S. that reflects a position in the Common Stock of a Covered 
Company will set forth (or will be accompanied by a separate 
statement, which shall be considered part of the periodic account 
statement, that will setforth), as of the end ofthe period covered by 
the statement, the ratings, if any, controned in the firm's own research 
reports and in the Independent Research made available by the firm on 
the Common Stock of each such Covered Company; provided, 
however, that this requirement will not apply to Non-Participating 
Institutional Customers or discretionary accounts. 

g. Notice of the availability of Independent Research on Covered 
Companies' Common Stock will also be included prominently in the 
periodic account statements of Morgan Stanley's customers in the 
U.S., in the finn's research reports, and on the finn's website. 
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h. The firm will make the Independent Research available to its 
customers in the U.S. using, for each customer, the means of 
dissemination equivalent to those it uses to provide the customer with 
the firm's own research reports, unless the fum and customer agree on 
another means of dissemination; provided, however, that nothing 
herein shall require or authoriore the fum to comply with the Notice 
Requirement OT make available or disseminate Independent Research 
at a time when doing so would viohte Section 5 of the Securities Act 
of 1933 or the other provisions of the federal securities laws or the 
rules and regulations thereunder. If and to the extent the firm is able to 
make available or disseminate its own research reports on the Common 
Stock of a Covered Company pursuant to Rule 137, Rule 138(a) or 
Rule 139(a) under the Securities Act of 1933 and in reliance on 
Regulation M under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, then the 
firm is also authoriored and required to make available or disseminate 
Independent Research on the Common Stock of such Covered 
Company (even if the Independent Research does not meet the 
requirements of such Rule). Notwithstanding this Section IILl.h, if 
the firm determines, because oflegal, compliaoce or similar concerns, 
not to furnish or nnke available its own research reports on the 
Common Stock ofa Covered Company for a limited period of time, it 
shall not be required to make available the Independent Research on 
such Covered Company for such period of time. 

1. If, during the period that the firm's obligations to procure and make 
available Independent Research under this Section III are effective, the 
firm terminates coverage of the Common Stock of a Covered 
Company, the firm, through its Independent Consultant, will make 
reasonable efforts to continue to procure and make available 
Independent Research on the Common Stock of such company for a 
period of at least 18 months after termination of coverage (subject to 
expiration of the firm's obligations under this Section III). 

J. The firm will not be responsible or liable for (i) the procurement 
decisions of the Independent Consultant (as discussed in Section m.2 
[Appointment of Independent Consultant to Oversee the Procurement 
ofIndependent Research 1 of this Addendum) with respect to the 
Independent Research, (ii) the Independent Research or its content, 
(iii) customer transactions, to the extent based on the Independent 
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Research, or (iv) claims arising from or in connection with the 
inclusion ofIndependent Research ratings in the firm's confirmations 
and periodic account statements, to the extent such claims are based on 
those ratings. The firm will not be required to supervise the 
production of the Independent Research procured by the Independent 
Consultant and will have no responsibility to comment on the content 
of the Independent Research. The firm may advise its customers of the 
foregoing in its discretion. 

k. The Independent Consultant will not be liable for (i) its procurement 
decisions, (ii) theIndependent Research or its content, (iii) customer 
transactions, to the extent based on the Independent Research, or (iv) 
claims arising from or in connection with the inclusion ofIndependent 
Research ratings in the firm's confirmations and periodic account 
statements, to the extent such claims are based on those ratings, unless 
the Independent Consultant has carried out such duties in bad faith or 
with willful misconduct. The firm will indemnifY the Independent 
Consultant for any liability arising from the Independent Consultant's 
good-faith performance of its duties as such. 

2. Appointment of Independent Consultant to Oversee the Procurement of 
Independent Research. Within 30 days ofthe entry of the final judgment, 
an Independent Consultant acceptable to the SEC Staff, the NYSE, the 
NASD, the President ofNASAA, the New York Attorney General and the 
firm shall be named to oversee the procurement of Independent Research 
from Independent Research Providers. The Independent Consultant will 
have the final authority (following consultation with the firm and in 
accordance with the criteria set forth in Section III.3 [Selection of 
Independent Research Providers 1 of this Addendum) to procure the 
Independent Research. The Independent Consultant will not have had any 
significant financial relationship with the firm during the prior three years 
and may not have any financial relationship with the firm for three years 
following his or her work as the Independent Consultant. The 
Independent Consultant's fee arrangement will be subject to the approval 
ofthe Staff of the SEC, the NYSE, the NASD, the President ofNASAA, 
and the New York Attorney General's Office. In the event that an 
Independent Consultant must be replaced, the replacement shall be 
acceptable to the Staff of the SEC, the NYSE, the NASD, the President of 
NASAA, the New York Attorney General's Office and the firm, and shall 
be subject to these same conditions. 
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3. Selection of Independent Research Providers. The Independent 
Consultant will seek to procure research reports on the Corrunon Stock of 
all Covered Companies from Independent Research Providers. 
Independent Research Providers may not perfonn investment banking 
business of any kind and may not provide brokerage services in direct and 
significant competition with the firm. In addition, the Independent 
Consultant will use the following critetia in selecting and contracting with 
Independent Research Providers to provide Independent Research. 

a. whether and to what extent the Independent Research Provider or any 
of its affiliates or associated persons is engaged in activities (including, 
but not limited to, activities involving Covered Companies or their 
securities), or has a business or other relationship with the finn or any 
of its affiliates or associated persons, that may conflict or create the 
appearance of conflict with its preparation and publication of the 
Independent Research; 

b. the desirability of multiple coverage of certain Covered Companies 
(e.g., by size of company, industry sector, companies underwritten by 
the finn, etc.); 

c. the extent to which the Independent Research Provider has a client 
base and revenue stream broad enough to ensure its independence 
from the finn; 

d. the utility of the Independent Research Provider's Independent 
Research to the finn's customers, including the inclusion of ratings 
and price targets in such research and the extent to which the finn's 
customers actually use the research; and with respect to surveys or 
analyses described above in Section III. l.b(ii), the extent to which the 
Independent Research provides customers with a means of comparing 
the finn's research reports to those published by other persons and 
entities, including persons and entities having no association with 
investment banking activities; 

e. the quality and accuracy of the Independent Research Provider's past 
research, including during the term of the Independent Consultant's 
tenure; 
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f. the experience, expertise, reputation and qualifications (including, as 
appropriate, registrations) of the Independent Research Provider and 
its personnel; and 

g. the cost of the Independent Research, especially in light of the five
year period set forth in Section III. I above for the finn to make 
Independent Research avajJahle to its investing customers. 

4. Disclosure Language. Language suhstantially to the effect set forth below 
may be used hy the firm and its registered representatives to inform the 
firm's customers of the availability ofIndependent Research: 

a. Disclosure to customers as required by Section III. I.c [Obligation to 
Make Available subpart c] of this Addendum 

"There is also independent, third-party research available on this 
company, which you can get at no cost [from our websitelhyperlink] or 
by calling [toll-free number], or which I can arrange to send to you if 
you would like." 

h. General website and periodic customer account statement disclosure as 
required by Section Ill.l.g. [Obligation to Make Availahle subpart g] 
of this Addendum. 

"Independent, third-party research on certain companies covered hy 
the firm's research is availahle to customers of Morgan Stanley at no 
cost. Customers can access this rese.arch at [our websitelhyperlink] or 
can call [toll-free numher] to request that a copy of this research be 
sent to them." 

5. Annual Reporting. The Independent Consultant will report annually to 
the Staff of tile SEC, the NYSE, the NASD, the President of NASA A, 
and the New York Attorney General's Office on its selection of 
Independent Research Providers, the Independent Research it has 
procured, the cost of the Independent Research it has procured to date, 
and the Independent Consultant's fees and expenses to date. 

Morgan St:mley 
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